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Research Notes  and  Queries

P. W. HAMMOND

THE  SCOTS  AT  BOSWORTH
Many recent historians  have  written on the Battle of Bosworth and  have

commented on the  composition  of the army which Henry Tudor brought to the
field. Most of them  have  cited Commines as evidence for his having some  3000
French mercenaries, commanded by Philibert de  Ch_andée, but very few  have
mentioned the possibility that somq of his mercenaries  were  Scotsmen.  John
Major, whose histogy was printed in 1521, and  Robert  Lindsay of  Pitscottie,
whose work was  written some  40  years  later, had no doubt  that  at  least 1000
of  them  were  Scots  (Agnes Conway, Henry VII’s  relations  with Scotland  and
Ireland 1485-1498, 1932, p.6).  One of  those  named  as leaders of the force, a
Sir AleXander Bruce, certainly received an annuity from  Henry VII” m  March
1486  for his personal service to the King, and the other, Henderson of Had-
dingtog, may have been  connected  with  the French  Scots Guard  (Conway,
pp  6 7

This  latter  possibility IS most  intgresting, since  whether  or not James III
of  Scots allowed his countrymen to join  Henry Tudor, it  seems  very likely that
Charles  VIII  of France  sent over  some of his  Scots  Guard.  There  is astron_g
ti'adition  that one Bernard (or Beraud) Stuart  fought  at  Bosworth, his  name  is
mentioned  m this  context  by Bishop Lesley of Ross and by William  Drummond
in  their  histories  (written  c. 1587 and during' the early seventeenth  century
respectively). Neither  give evidence  for their statement but it is  very ‘likely that
Drummond  at least used contemporary records  (sce  Conway pp.  xxiii—xxiv).
Both  state  categorically that Stuart  led an army sent to England  with Henry
Tudor  (see Andrew Stuart,  Genealogical  History of the  Stewarts, 1798, pp.  198—9,
for quotations from  Lesley and Drummond). Stuart did lead an  embassy_ to
Edinburgh in  1484  where he signed a  treaty of friendship between France and
Scotland, and it has  been suggested  that  this  embassy would  have been a
suitable  time  to arrange for  Scots  help for Henry of Richmond (Conwa'y, p. 7).
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Bernard Stuart, who was also  Lord d’Aubigny, was a  member  of the
Scottish  Archers of the Guard  from 1469, and Captain from  1493. After  1485 he
had  a most distinguished military career  (see  Elizabeth  Cust, Some  Account  of
the  Stuarts  of Aubigny, 1891, pp.26—46).  No  English  chronicles, either  at the
time  of the  Battle, or later, mention Stuart or any other  Scots,  although  Sir John
Beaumont  in his  poem  Bosworth  Field, and William  Button  in his  Battle  of
Bosworth  Field  (1813, p.84) do so.  These, following Lesley and Drummond,
say that  Stuart commanded the French contingent.  This  seems unlikely since
it is fairly well established  that  Philibert de Chandée did so, but he may well
have  led a troop of the  Scots  Guards.

In  short  then, it does  seem  possible  that  Scots were present amongst Henry
Tudor’s  forces at  Bosworth, perhaps in considerable force.

THE  DEATH  OF  EDWARD  0F  LANCASTER
For many years  the murder of Edward of Lancaster on the  field  of Tewkesbury
was one of the crimes ascribed to Richard of Gloucester.  This  is not now the
case, modern  historians  accept that  the Prince was killed during the  battle, but
an additional piece of evidence that this was indeed so is always welcome. Mrs
Gwen Waters has pointed out  just  such  a  piece of  evidence, and the following
note  is from  her:

It was  just before  the reign of Henry Deane as Prior of Llanthony (see  the
article in  this  Ricardian) that one of the canons of Llanthony, Robert  Cole,
wrote  a  Rental  of all the  Houses  in  Gloucester, 1455  (edited with  a  translation
by W. H. Stevenson, 1890). He had held the  ofl‘ice  of Renter in that  year, and
subsequently in  1478-9  and 1481-2. At the end of the document he added, for
reasons unknown, a history of the  kings  of England. The  following passage  is
the  last  entry in this surprising appendix  (see  Rental, p. 125):

Henricus Sextus  Rex Angliae
Harry the VI of  that  name was crowned aftur his fadur at Westminster

in his age of (blank) yere, in the  yere  of  Oure  Lord  M1CCCCXX  (sic).  And
in the  secunde yere  suyng was crowned  Kyng of  Fraunce  in our Lady Cherchc
of Parys. This  Kyng tooke  to his wyfe Margarete the Kyngus  douztur  of
Cicile, whit Wham he had his  sone  Edward, Pryns  of Wales,  that aftur that  he
come from Fraunce  with  his  modur with a gret  ost was  sley at the  Bate]  by syde
Tewkesbur(y), the  yere  of Oure Lord  M  1CCCCLX  X  II  (sic).

The  section  italicised was written in his  hand  but in a different ink—it  must,
of  course, have  been  added  after 1471. Dates  were not Robert  Cole’s strong
point  evidently, but this is the testimony of someone living in the area at the
time  of the  Battle, and his record does reinforce the  belief  that  the Prince was
killed in  fair fight.

POLLUTION  IN THE  FIFTEENTH CENTURY
Pollution of the environment is a  topic  of which we all  hear a great deal.  It
does seem possible  that it was  also  a  live  issue in the fifteenth century. As is
well known, ‘  sea-coal  ’  has  been used  as  a  fuel for many centuries  (since  at
least  the  thirteenth), and complaints about the smell were made  from  very  early
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